989,134 - M01 - Match SOS SSN to DDS SSN or License Number
34,835 - M03 - Match SOS Last name, First name and DOB to DDS
693 - M04 - Match SOS Last Name, First Name, Date of Birth, Postal Co
14 - Match – Deceased (6 deceased voters had a Doc. Status other than Valid or Expired)
1,737 - Match - Move Out of State (25 voters had a Doc. Status other than Valid or Expired)

49,054 - M12 - No Match

1,075,467 - Total active and inactive voters in the counties that are participating in the September Election.

Breakdown of the Matched voters by DDS document status Description:

Valid 948,014
Expired 51,707
Suspension 10,295
Cancellation 842
Not Licensed 3
Disqualified 35
Revocation 367
Surrendered 13,389
Other 0
Denial 10
Deceased 14
Moved out of State 1,737

Total Matched Voters - 1,026,413